Alleged sexual
assault causes
alarm on campus
By BROOKE FITZSIM-
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time -the female student has chosen
not to press criminal charges against
her alleged attacker, but is pursuing
the case through Colby.
"In a felony, there is a six year
statute of limitations," said Gould,
explaining that the female student
always has the option to file rape
charges at any point in the future during this six-year window.
If the male student was found
guilty at Wednesday's hearing, then
there are several courses of disciplinary action that can be taken by the
Dean's office. .
"The student could face immediate suspension or a prolonged suspension until the victim graduates,
and sometimes expulsion, though
there has only been one expulsion in
25 years at Colby,and it was not related to sexual assault," said Kassman.
Although cases of expulsion are
rare, a prolonged suspension of several years ensures that the victim's
attacker will not be present on campus -until she graduates. In most
instances of prolonged suspension,
the convicted student opts to transfer
rather than wait the number of years
that it would take to return to Colby.
However, transferring
also
becomes difficult for a student convicted of sexual assault because most
colleges require a recommendation
from the Dean of Students' Office in
order to complete the transfer application. Though the Dean of Students'
Office has an obligation to protect the
privacy of the attacker as well as the
victim in these cases, if the convicted
student allows the Dean's Office to
speak with another institution, they
will disdose the reasoning behind the
student's suspension.
In a separate inddent occurring
during the same weekend, Security
suspects -that a female student at
Colby was given a "date rape" drug
by someone attending the same party
as the victim that night. Although the
student has not been tested for the
presence of any of the most widely
known date rape drugs such as GHB
(gamma hydroxybutyrate), rohypnol,
or ketamine, bom she and Colby officials suspect that one of these substances, most likely GHB, was used
on her.
According to Chenevert, the student went out to eat with her parents
earlier in the night, and neither she
nor her parents suffered any sort of
food poisoning. Later, the student
brought her own bottle of wine to the
party she was attending and only had
a few drinks.
"This case didn't involve a sexual
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The same night, different locations, and involving two different
female .students at Colby. Allegedly,
two incidents of intended sexual misconduct took place on campus over
the course of one night, Saturday,
Sept. 23
By now, most students have read
the advisory notices posted in buildings around campus and received the
two campus-wide e-mails sending
out the warning signal that the dangers of date rape drugs and sexual
assault are no longer things that happen exclusively at large schools.
These incidents have now become a
very real probletfl oh the Colby campus that students need to be aware of
in order to take precautions and help
protect one another.
One of the most fri ghtening
aspects of rape is that it can.happen at
the end of the night in the dorm room
of a small school, surrounded by students, where most people know each
other. At this time, Security and the
Dean of Students office can only
release certain details, in order to. preserve the privacy of the male and
female students involved in the
alleged rape case. '
"All I can tell you is that it
involves two students and it has been
¦
investigated by us and the police
department. If s in the dean's off ice
now," said Director of Security Peter
Chenevert. "I don't know if the
female student is pressing charges off
campus or not, but I know she had
the option to. This occurred the same
night as the Screw Your Roommate
party.
According to Dean of Students
Janice Kassman, there was a hearing
in front of a committee of deans
"Wednesday night to make a ruling on
the rape allegations against a male
Colby student. In an alleged rape
case, the victim has the option to handle the situation in house by bringing
the case in front of the Colby
Judiciary Board, or in very sensitive
cases such as this one, before a committee from the Dean of Students'
Office, the committee will hear both
sides of the story from each student,
and then make a final ruling.
"Any time a sexual assault is
reported we encourage the student to
go to the police," said Kassman.
According to both Kassman and
Chenevert, detectives from the
Waterville Police Department came to
Colby to talk with the female student.
In speaking with Detective
Sergeant John Gould from tlie
Waterville Police Department, at this

See ASSAULT, continued
on page 3
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and alumni at
the Megs a nd
Legs event, also
featuring the

Megalomaniacs.
The event was

held in the Page

Commons Room.

Performing on
Thursday before

Family Weekend,
the two groups
got the f estivities off to a f lying start. Look
out.for the
dancers in
l
upcom ing campus shows.
AMITY BURR/THE
COLBY ECHO

Non-discrimina tion amendment put to vote
By RYAN DAVIS

reads in part, "It is the policy of the Student

Government Assodation of Colby College that all
NEWS EDITOR
students and employees should be able to work and
Yesterday,students voted on whether or not to study in an environment that is free of discriminaadd a non-discrimination statement to the Student tion and harassment. The members of the Student
Government Association constitution. The amend- Government Association of Colby College believe
ment states that SGA is committed to protecting all that discrimination or harassment - whether verbal.
physical or environmental - is
members of the Colby communiunacceptable and will not be
ty from discrimination "based
tolerated.
upon sex, race, color, national ori"The Student Government
gin, ancestry, religion, age, disAssociation
at Colby College is
ability, sexual orientation, or
committed
to maintaining a
access to economic resources."
community
in
which a diverse
In order for the statement to
population
can
live and work
be added to the constitution, one
in
an
atmosphere
of tolerance,
quarter of the students must turn
dvility and mutual respect for
out to vote;in Cotter Union, and
the rights and sensibilities of
two-thirds of those students must
each individual."
vote in favor of adding the
^^^^^^^^^
The statement was first proamendment to the constitution.
Although results of the vote were not available at posed at an intensive diversity training workshop
press time, SGA president Justin Ehrenwerth '01, led by Lowell Green of Brown University that all
was optimistic that students would vote in favor of members of SGA participated in at the beginning of
the year. According to Ehrenwerth, one idea that
the statement.
"I hope (it passes)," he said , "I don't know what came out of the workshop was the addition of a
statement of non-discrimination, since nothing like
sort of problem you could have with this!"
The official title ot the amendment is "Article it is in place in the current constitution.
"This is something you would have thought was
XIII: Colby College Student Government
put
in tlie constitution some time ago, but it wasn't
Association Statement of Non-Discrimination." It

not," he said. "Hopefully, it will be there as pf
October 12."
After the workshop, Ehrenwerth worked with
Green and Tamika Gambrell '03, hall president of
Drummond and parliamentarian of Students
Organized for Black and Hispanic Unity (SOBHU),
to craft the statement.
Gambrell said she worked on creating the statement because she was concerned about the direction
SGA was taking on the issue of diversity of late. "I'll be honest, many people were disappointed
with , last year 's SGA, myself induded," she said;
"But I have a lot of confidence in the new SGA...I
think (creating this statement) is a good start." She
hopes that if the all students support the non-discrimination statement. "It will make the Colby community a better place."
When asked what he hoped the addition of the
statement would accomplish, Ehrenwerth replied,
"I hope it will accomplish nothing, meaning that
there's no need for it. Hopefully,we'll never have to
look at it again. If s just something fhaf s important
to have."
"We hope to have good turnout," said Gambrell.
"Our biggest fear is that not a lot of people will vote.
If we don't get a lot of people, that tells me something is wrong."
The amendment is "pretty straightforward,"said
Ehrenwerth. "But it's critical."

The Dr. Seuss we never knew
By ERtKATHORESON

cartoons were too progressivefor mainstream newspapers of his time.
The 40 political cartoons highlighted
in Minear's lecture examined vari"The Cat in the Hat," "Green Eggs
ous
political topics, First and foremost,
and Ham," and "The Grinch" are more
Seuss
clearly incorporated his criticism
than just children'sbooks, they arepopof
isolationism
into his cartoons, often
ular cultural icons for many Americans
its
proponents
as ostridies
depicting
who grevv.up in the past few decades.
the sand.
in
with
their
heads
buried
The rhyming, gibberish language and
already
anxyet
Prior
to
Pearl
Harbor,
Dr,
unique illustrations of
Seuss' children's books are also infinitely recog- ious for the U.S. to enter WWII, Seuss
nizable in American culture, On the also ridiculed the Uncle Sam caricaother hand, Seuss,the individual, often tures in his cartoons for being all talk
disappears behind the enormous suc- and no action while Hitler gained
advantage in Europe.
cess of his work.
Specifically, Seuss attacked isolaUniversity of Massachusettstionist
Charles Lindbergh for swapping
Amherst Professor of Japanese History
gu
Richard Minear visited Colby Tuesday, the " ts " that allowed him to accomOct. 3 to addressthe mystery surround- plish the first solo flight across the
ing Dr. Seuss and to shed some light on Atlantic for the weak ideal of "appeasc. ment" in internathe
popular
tional politics.
author/cartoonist. ONE CARTOON FEAalso
Seuss
Minear is th e
expressed his disauthor of "Dr. Seuss TURED A MAN
gust with antiGoes t o War: The INSTRUCTING
A
and
Semitism
World War II
racism through his
Editor ial Carto ons PIANIST LABELED
cartoons, Using
of Theodor Seuss
"WAR
INDUSTRIES"
TO
imagery suggesGeisel."
t i ve of Amer ican
Minear declared PLAY BOTH THE
lyn
chings i n order
that Seuss is mistakBLACK
AND
WHITE
to
repr es ent the
enly pigeonhole d as
pers ecution of the
simply m author of KEYS TO PRODUCE
Jews, Seuss depictchildren's li teratu re,
ed anti-Semitic vion title thnt often sig- REAL HARMONY.
lence lone before
nifies non-intellectunl or apolitical intentions. Many also news of the Holocaust ever reached
overlook the fact that Dr.Seusswas one .America , His cartoons also portrayed
of the major political cartoonists of the American an ti-Semites as aiding Hitler
World . Mftae II era, Thus, Minear 's lec- iri the promotion of race hatred.
Likew ise, Seuss ' cartoons conture was aimed at intr oducing tlie audidemned
racism agains t Black
ence to ihe man he describ ed as "the Dr.
Americans
within
the U.S. war indusSeuss none of us knew," tries.
For
example;
one
Cartoon featur ed
Creat ing four to five cartoons a
week, Seuss produc ed approximately a man instruc ting a pianist labeled
400 political cartoons throughout his "war Indus tri es" to play both the black
life and his early career with trie leftist and white keys to produce real harm o¦ ¦
politico! journal PM , Tlwse tyurtoons ny;.
^ ' : ' ' , ..
' However, as audience member and
reveal tKat Seuss held strong ' political
oplnlprtt ; iind j&fHsw v ir ^MtWes^/irt^i vDfoictor of Jewish . Jlt M dles ; and Piilver
fact, Minear defied that the reformist Fartdly Aisistant Profeasor of History
ideals pnd the adamant stance again st Howard Lupoyitch pointed out, Seuss
had a 'fflaw In hifi radica
l nnrior ," This
ana ^rtltlsm Sevw promot e
'f
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Many fans of the popular children 's author Dr. Seuss are unaware
of Ms stint as a political satirist during the beginning of his career
crusader agains t anti-Semitism also trave l ed throug hout Europe, and pos;
*
promoted radst attitudes toward the sessed extensive knowledge of
Japanese in his political beliefs and car- European cultures, Moreover, Seuss
toons, Following Pearl Harbor , Seuss never equated Hitler with all German
depicted Japanese people with lobster people, On the other hand, ignorance
claws and beast-like feet, or as comi cal, led to Ms radst attitudes about the
child-like characters dange rous in large Japanese. He had very little knowledge
numbers and by sur prise attack,
about Japan and believed that Japanese
Days before Presid ent Franklin D. culture ns a whole was designed for
Roosevelt ordere d all J apanese- death,
"Is tlds the Dr, Seuss you, thought
Americans be confined to Internment
camps in 1942, Seuss also published a you knew?" Mlneor asked in the concartoon featuring a disparaging repr e- clusion of his lecture, If not, he urged
sentation of Japanese-Americans arm- the audience to reread Seuss' children 's
ing themselves and awaiting the call literature and search for hidden politifrom Japan to rise up against Amer ica, cal messages,
Minear's speech suggested that
Even though he claimed to believe,
in tho brotherhood of all men, Seuss renders must always be aware of the
declared "We gotta kill Japs if we want concealed implications of the literature
to wln„.we can get palsy-wfllsy after- they consume, After oil, the political
cartoons of today still resemble thoseof
ward with the ones that aro left, "
Minear explain*that this discrepan t the past in various ways, The qviydifcy between Seuss' treatment of the Jews ference now,Minear declares,is that the
and the Japanese results from- the fact Japanese aro depicted as "dropping
'
that Seuss
¦¦ wis of German decent, had¦ tbyotas Instead •# bombs."
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Colby Democrats to stu
dents : rock the vote

While most Colby students are
dealing . with midterms and papers,
Rosamond "Lindsey" Huntoon faces
much tougher challenges every day.
On Oct. 15, 1998, Huntoon, a
sophomore at the time, fell from her
Colby dorm room window and suffered significant injuries to her body
and to her brain. After the fall,
Huntoon remained in a coma until
March of 1999, but has been making
fairly steady progress since then.
"Ifs a slow game," said Chris, her
father, "but Lindsey is a determined
person and she is determined to bring
herself back."
Lindsey has txen transferred from
the Spaulding Hospital to the Crotched
Mountain Foundation in Greenfield,
N.H., that has "less of a hospital environment," said Chris Huntoon.
Crotched Mountain Foundation is
known for its work with young children. It also has _ program for young
adults, which Lindsey is entered in.
"(The staff) are wonderful people
with creative ideas for (Lindsey's)
rehabilitation," said Huntoon.
The staff takes an interdisciplinary
approach to each individual client.
Each member of the staff is responsible
for a certain part of the recovery.
Rather than wholly concentrating on
the physical wellness of the patient, the
staff also tries to rehabilitate them
sodally.
According to theii website
(www.anf.org) the mission of
Crotched Mountain Foundation is "to
assist children and adults with disabil-

By ALEX LEAR

group assists more local candidates in
their
Maine congressional campaigns,
CONTRIBUTIMG WRITER
such as Marilyn Canavan and AdServ
. Withthe presidential race and other Director Ken Gagnon. Canavan
elections tearing through America this returned the favor by giving ten tickets
fqll, you can't help but take notice of to Colby students for Al Gore's recent
who's running. After all, it makes great campaign stop in Lewiston. TomAllen,
dinner table conversation.You can see up for reelection for Maine's First
the stickers on windows and bumpers District congressional seat, has also
all over the place,symbols of one cause received support from the Colby
or another. One such cause is that of Democrats, and he may visit Colby in
the Colby Democrats, an organization the near future.
Because voter
headed by Devin
is a large
apathy
Beliveau 701 and
issue during elecMatt Reeber 'OL
tion time, Reeber
The
Colby
and Beliveau have
Democrats, which
taken steps to get
iised to be run by
as many students
fieliveau's older
to vote as possible.
6rothier En__ett '99,
If students are not
has been defunct
receiving
state
for the past two
financial
aid,
they
can
register
in
Maine
years. Because they missed the deadline for SGA funding, the group has without any problem. Those with such
Seen raising funds of its own, with aid can obtain an absentee ballot
fcelp from its faculty sponsor, William Tuesday,Oct. 17during;their fall break.
On Election Day, the organization
JL Kenan Jr. Professor of Government
Sandy Maisel, Word has slowly been hopes to use a van to get as many stugetting around; about 50 students sub- dents as possible down to the Gilman
scribe to the organization's e-mail list. Street School to vote. Voting is fairly
I . "A lot of people have said that they simple.
"Ifs just 20 minutes out of your
don't have much time, but that they're
jtill interested in helping out in any day," said Beliveau.
We've all heard countless times
fyay they can," Reeber said.
» The Colby Democrats pushes its how important it is that everyone exercause through methods such as pass- cises their right to vote, The Colby
ing out bumper stickers and "lit drops" Democrats are one symbol of how
(candidate brochures given to mem- much many students realize this. No
bers of the Watervillecommunity), and matter what your beliefs, Beliveau and
through holding voter registration dri- Reeber hope to raise political awareness and action among the community
ves..
T : Along with supporting Al Gore, the in the days and weeks to come,

progress i^y e^tm^i^ JXEWS BRIEFS

ities achieve optimal growth and inde- with,family at any timethrough letters,
pendence." They work to have the phone calls, and other get-togethers,
patient be able to return home or to such as sneakingLindsey home for the
begin living an independent life.
night,Lindsey and her family appred""They use a lot oif occupational ate -low the Colby community has
therapy and speech therapy; tone qual- remained at Lindsey's side.
ity and pronunciation,"
"Lindsey's
rugby
said Huntoom.
friends came to visit just as
One part of Lindsey's
she was coming out of the
brain that was damaged
coma. They threwdie nursin her fall was her memoes -out and the room got
ry. "She has all of her old
noisy. It boosted Lindsey's
memory from before the
morale for the entire week,"
accident. Her new memsaid Huntoon. "We really
ory is damaged; she
appredated the kids and
remembers important
Dean Kassman who
things that happen or
stopped in or called to say
affect her...We have been
Lindsey Huntoon 'Hi'."
seeing signs that (her
Part of Lindsey's theramemory) is slowly
py is using the computer.
improving"" said Chris.
She has an e-mail account and has
lindsey is now able to speak, sit by made a promise to herself to return
herself, and ride a tricycle for outdoor every e-mail that she gets.
exercise.
"She would love to hear from her
"It is a long program. Lindsey had classmates, friends, professors, or even
to learn to walk all over again," her to ju st get a blow by blow account of a
father said. Lindsey is able to stand rugby game," said Chris "She would
and has retained leg musde from her love to get back into the sodal swirl of
days as a Colby rugby player, but she kids her own age again. She would
must relearn coordination and other love to receive a joke or two: she has a
basic motor skills.
greatsense of humor." Lindsey'semail
"She is my rugby player; not the address is lhuntoon@cmf.org.
frail debutante type. Her determinaLindsey's focus right now is "to get
tion will determine how well she gets back to Colby," said Huntoon. "If it
and how fast she gets better. She has can be done, she'll do it. When she gets
already exceeded what (the doctors) her short-term memory to the point
dared to hope for/'said Chris.
that she can remember what is taught
Lindsey does get the occasional in class, then we will give it some serichance to go home. "The cats crawl all bus thought."
over her and life is good again," said
""It is a long journey that we are on,
Chris. Her visits involve the entire fam- it will take some time. She's doing so
ily. At the Crotched Mountain well, we couldn't ask for anything
Foundation they encourage contact more," Chris said.

Outdoor basketball at Colby: the people's court
By SUZANNE SKINNER
BUSIMESS MANAGER

Throughout ihe next few years, Colby will evaluate
the campus and decide what can be done to improve the
quality of life f oi both students and professors. One idea
that emerged at the end of last year in an Echo opinion
column was an outdoor basketball
court.
Bobby Fleiss '01, who wrote the
column, Thomas Savage '01, who is a
member of the executive board,
Student Government Association
President Justin Ehrenwerth '01, and
SGA Vice-President Mark Cattrell; 01,
championed the idea. Now it is being
presented to the students in the form
of a temporary court.
Different parts of the student government and administration have
been investigating the possibility of
building a permanent outdoor basketball court. After reading the article in the Echo,Ehrenwerth had been in contact with
various deans regarding the idea.
The deans were excited about "having a student
(Fleiss) so intimately involved in improving the campus," said Ehrenwerth. But at the same time, there is
"only so much money in the pot," he said.
Thus, the deans wanted to approach the project gradually. Fleiss, w_ iO was also discussing the project with
various administrators, received the same response.
"Vice-President Arnold Yasinski said he would be
willing to present (the idea to various committees) if we
were able to show serious interest," said Fleiss.
In order to judge how much interest there actually is
in the idea, the school has erected a temporary basket-
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On Saturday, October 21, Colby
College in Waterville will hold the
inauguration installation ceremony for
President William D. Adams. The 3
p.m. ceremony will take place in the
Wadsworth Gymnasium of the Harold
Alfond Athletic Center. It will be the
first inauguration at Colby since 1979
and only the second since 1960.Adams
is Colby's 19th president since the college received its charter in 1813.
This summer Adams succeeded
William R. Cotter, who served for 21
years as president of the liberal arts
college. Both Cotter and Robert EX.
Strider, president from 1960-1979, are
expected to partidpate in the ceremony.
Inaugural activities begin Friday
October 20, and will showcase Colby
talent in a block-party format using
the theme "The Colby Difference."
Events will begin at 7:30 p.m. in Dana
DiningHall, Foss Dining Hall and the
Page Commons Room of Cotter
Union. Each venue will feature multiple programs and desserts. Activities
will indude a "GPS Treasure Hunt,"
an art contest titled "Representations
of Colby in Art" and a web design
contest. The evening will condude at
10:30 p.m. with a fireworks display in
front of Miller Library. Other inauguration weekend events include the
dedication of the Paul J. Schupi
Sculpture Court at 10 a.m. on
Saturday at the Colby College
Museum of Art. The court, redesigned
this summer, features the sculpture "45-6" by American artist Richard Serraa work that one critic called "a postmodernist masterpiece."
For more information on inauguration events visit Colby's inauguration
web site at:
www.colby.edu/ president/ inaug.
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The Department of Theater and
Dance at Colby College in Waterville
will present Blue Heart by British
playwright Caryl Churchill, October
24 through Odober 28. Performances
will be held nightly Tuesday through
Saturday at 7:30 p.m. in the Cellar
Theater of Runnals Performing Arts
Center. An additional 2 p.m. matinee
willbe held Saturday,October 28.
Blue Heart consists of two short
plays by post-modernist writer
Churchill."Blue Kettle" and "Heart's
Desire"are described as witty and disturbing family dramas, highly ,experimental in form and content. They
have been performed together since
their premiere production at the 1997
Edinburgh Fringe Festival. Joylynn
¦Wing, assodate professor of theater
and dance, will direct Blue Heart. The
one and a half-hour show is recommended for teenagers and adults.
General admission is $3; students
and seniors are $2. For ticket information call the box office at (207) 8723358 between 4-6 p.m. Monday
through Saturday of performance
weeks. Or call (207) 872-3388between
9 a.m.-4 p.m. Monday through Friday.
Tickets may be reserved online at
www.colby.edu/theater.
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ball court.
"We're just hoping a lot of people will go down and
play," said Fleiss.
One problem that has surfaced is proving that people actually use the temporary court.
"I'm worried about how people are going to prove
they were there," said Cattrell.
A sign-up sheet was originally put down at the
court, but the rain ruined it. Another
problem is the fact that the weather
is getting colder.
"Its discouraging that ifs getting
cold," said Cattrell. But "the cold's
not going to deter (people) for a
good while."
"We would have liked to Have
had (the court) up the first day of
classes because the court will be most
popular during the beginning and
end of the school year," said
Ehrenwerth.
Fleiss, Cattrell, and Ehrenweth
would like to see the permanent
court built for the spring, but at this point the school has
not determined when the permanent one would actual{
ly be built.
"If (the court) proves popular with students, then
we'll evaluate it," said Yasinski. "Decisions won't be
made on it all that quickly...it all depends on a whole
series of things that are happening on campus."
Right now, the school is considering a wide variety of
projects, many of which are bigger and more expensive
than the basketball court. Consequently;the court is not
high on the list of things the various committees are discussing.
However, "sometimes tlie things that are less big and
less expensive are easier to accomplish," said "Yasinski.

Chwrchill's "Blue Heait" at
Colby,Oct 24-28
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Dual Family and Homecoming Weekend gets mixed review s Oak Fellpvy pre^rTts lecture
on Colombian crisis
ple."
By KAITLIN
The food this weekend was "the
McCAFFERTY
STAFF WRITER

Last weekend Colby was infused
with not only parents of current students, but also aliimni from all over
the country. It was the first time in
Colby's recent history that the two
events, Family Weekend and
Homecoming, have been on the
same weekend.
Some Colby students enjoyed
having both groups of people on
campus at the same time, but many
did not. Some students were not
even aware that it was both
Homecoming and Family weekend.
"I think it was great. My parents
got to meet my friends who are
alumni," Peter Chapin '03 said. "It
made me seem like I had more
friends than I did."
"The older alumni enjoyed meeting the parents of the students," said
Bonnie Nielson, coordinator of family weekend. "They like to share their
experiences of going to Colby, a
place that is close to their hearts." So
far Nielsen's office has received
"positive feedback" from the parents
'evaluation forms.
Some students did not like how
the two weekends were condensed
into one.
"It was a conflict in interest with
it being parent and alumni weekend.
Students interested in spending time
with parents could not see their
alumni friends," Mike Foster '02

AMITY BURR/ THE COLBY ECHO

A Colby mother reviewssome of the mang locally -pr oduced goods
on display last.
said. "The focus is mutually exclusive."
"It discouraged alumni from
coming up because they knew with
parents up it would be hard to hang
out with their friends," said Rob
Henzi '01.
"It created a lot of traffic," said
Mac Cathles '03.
Both on the street and on the
walkways, people abounded.
Students, their families, and alumni
all wanted to attend the events that
quickly sold out. The two a cappella
concerts were not enough, so the
groups decided to add a third concert at the Spa to try to accomodate

for the overflow of people,
"We would love to have a 2000
seat theater so that everyone could
see the a cappella concert, and the
improv group and the dance performance, but in reality, last year we
had the same overflow problem,"
Nielson said.
The influx of people did not faze
the staff at Foss dining hall.
"We were able to handle the situation. It was extremely busy both
days," said Terry Landry, manager
of Foss. "We usually serve around
300 to 350 people for brunch each
day, this weekend we served around
650. It was a record amount of peo-

normal program. I am confident in
the food program. We have high
standards for food," said Landry.He
enjoys parent weekend because "it is
always interesting to meet the parents of students we know. We welcome the parents with open arms."
The weekend "was a success in
the sense that a lot of people had a
good time," said Dean of Students
Janice Kassman. "I empathize with
the students who were torn between
their families and their alumni
Mends."
Many more upper class parents
came up than in years before.
Nielson said that "usually parents that come up are for freshman
and sophomore students and alumni
would be there for the juniors and
seniors, but this year because of the
new president Adams, parents were
curious and came up."
"The weather was beautiful, the
spirit was great, but the weekend
was inconvenient for everyone,"
Kassman said.
It was also the beginning of the
Jewish holiday "Vbm Kippur, Sunday
evening.
"I wouldn't do it (combine parents' and homecoming weekends)
again," said Kassman. "Although
the Family Weekend is scheduled for
the same time as Homecoming next
year as well, we are going to try to
go back to the format of having two
separate weekends."

Tiananmen Square protester reflects on democracy
By CAM DUFTY
ASST. LAYOUT EDITOR

Saturday, Oct. 7, guest lecturer Dr. Jian-li
Yang presented "At What Price Democracy?"
at the Colby College Ralph J. Bunche
Symposium. Yang spoke on the issues of
Chinese democratization and human rights.
Yang is one of the most outspoken proponents
of democracy in China.
Yang was involved in the 1989 pro-democracy protests in Tiananmen Square, where
hundreds of demonstrators
were killed and arrested.
If the events of 1989 in
the Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe showed
anything, if was that in
communist
countries,
political change is often
effective overnight," said
Yang. "But we must not
forget this one night was
the result of many, many
years of silent work. There
is no such thing as defeat
in the fight for human
rights and democracy. We
are going to win,"
Yang's involvement in the human rights
cause has put him on the Chinese government's list of 48 leaders banned from China.
As founder of the Independent Federation of
Chinese Students and Scholars, and president
of the Foundation for China in the 21st
Century, Yang is at the forefront of the movement for democratic China.
"Despite the extensive and severe repression which followed the massacre, the seed
was sown," said Yang. "Not only has the
number of the dissidents inside the country
increased significantly, but many individuals
have emerged as staunch and articulate advocates of democracy and human rights."
He spoke of the efforts of pro-democracy

organizations such as the Shanghai Human
Rights Association, the Free Labor Union, the
Peace Charter Movement, and the League for
the Protection of the Ri ghts of Working
People. These organizations are working for
causes such as the improvement of China's
voting policy.
"Chinese election law gives people only
the right to vote for people's representative at
the county level, in practice even the election
at this level is highly controlled," he said.
In 1998, citing the right to associate as stipulated in China's constitution, pro-democracy advocates made an attempt to
form political party committees for the first time
ever under 7 the . Chinese
communist rule.
"This history-breaking
event drew strong and
extensive responses both at
home and abroad," said
Yang. "Human rights and
pro-democracy advocates
all over the world soon sent
out international support
groups ready to fight a
legal battle with the
Chinese authorities."
• Despite severe suppression, the organizations were able to form a small underground
movement in China and continue to pursue
their goal.
"In 1991 . . . some of the most vocal dissidents started to be forced to make a choice,"
he said. "The choice was between going
abroad, or remaining in prison. " According to
Yang, the promoters of a democratic China
have essentially three forced options in life:
live imprisoned in China, be a citizen of China
but be denied the right to own a house or hold
a job, or be forced into exile abroad.
"I have not seen my parents for 14 years,
since I first left China. My parents were

blocked three times by the Chinese authorities
from coming to America to visit me," said
Yang. "Our correspondence is examined and
censored. Other family members are often
harassed. I'm not alone. Not a single dissident
in exile abroad leaves without pain and loss."
Despite great obstacles, Yang and his organizations have advocated on behalf of
Chinese Tiananmen Square leaders imprisoned without due process. They continue to
voice dissent against China's communist dictatorship and plan for a liberal and democratic China.
"I am often asked if we have a future," said
Yang. " My answer is that democracy has a
future, and therefore, so do we."
"Some people are doubtful that there can
effectively be any: further expansion of our
work at present. I would like to say the struggle for human rights and democracy under a
communist system is like digging a tunnel,"
he said. "Even when the work is nearing its
end, when just the last thin slice of earth
remains, you can still see pitch black before
your eyes.
The annual Ralph J. Bunche Symposium is
held to recognize Colby's Bunche scholarsstudents of color who have demonstrated
strength in scholastic performance and leadership ability. The scholarship program was
established in 1979 to honor the memory of
the civil rights activist, Nobel prize-winning
diplomat, and Colby parent Ralph J. Bunche.
In past years, the event has hosted such
speakers as Charlene Teters and Billie Jean
Young, who lectured on the inappropriate use
of American Indian images and the life of civil
rights activist Fannie Lou Hamer, respectiveiyIn 1986, Yang came to the United States . as
a graduate student of mathematics at
University of California, Berkeley. In 1989, he
returned to China to support the pro-democracy student movement.

ASSAULT: students alarmed by alleged assault
Continued from page 1
assault. This one involved somebody
putti ng something in a student's
drink at a party. She felt it and her
friends who were there took her
home. She slept it off and just didn't
feel good. She came in and talked
with us saying thi>t she knew somebody had given her something and
w e felt that was important enough to
warn tlie student body that these
types of drugs cotild be on campus,"
said Chenevert,
A ccord ing to Chenevert, who
works closely with the Waterville
Police Department, there is a suspected case of GHB use in a Waterville bar
on a female resident in the town.
These two incidents hint that the drug
may be present both on campus and
in the Waterville community. This
means that students should be extra
careful in making sure that they only
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take unopened containers or drinks
poured by a bartender to insure that
they have not been tampered with.
"I don't like it, it does scare me.
Even though we didn't test her to
make sure that we found traces of this
(GHB) in her blood, ifs important
enough to let students ' know. I'd
rather caution students about it, and
not have it, than to have something
really serious happen because of it,"
said Chenevert. "I came back (as
Director of Security) in 1997 and it's
the first time since 1997 that we've
dealt with this. It tells me, that we're
dealing with something here at Colby
and now it's even creeping into
Waterville."
This incident of alleged drugging
nt Colby reflects what seems to be a
national trend in the movement of
date rape dru gs on college campuses.
Rohypnol, or "roofles/' first showed
up on the southern border of the
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United States in tlie late 1980s. By the
late 1990s, 38 states reported incidents
of sexual assault involving the drug.
According to the U.S. Drug
Enforcement Administration, GHB
has been linked to 65 deaths so far.
Students know these as potential date
rape drugs, but what many do not
realize is that, depending on the
amount of alcohol that is consumed
with the drug, rohypnol,GHB, and
ketamine can actually kill someone.
"Colby's a small school in a beautiful location in the mid dle of
nowhere, so everyone drops their
guard here," said Chenevert, "Yes, we
don't have a lot of serious crimes that
somo schools have, but you still have
to protect yourself and take those
extra precautions, I wouldn't be
doing my job If I said otherwise."
Chenevert urges students to watch
the amount of alcohol that they consume nt parties and look out for each
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the departments', natural resources
and allot the majority of farmland to
CONTRIBUTING WRITER ,
the production of illegal drugs. The
gamonales
have
destroyed
Oak Human Rights Fellow 2000
Colombia's
agrarian
economy,
leadHector H. Mondragon Baez presented his first public address, ing to the displacement of 1.8 mil"Understanding the Colombian lion,peasant farmers.
Mondragon is one of few activists
Crisis: Reflections from a Life of
'
Human Rights Work" to a full house willing to take a sta_icl7against the
gamonales and back the cause of the
in Roberts Union Thursday,Oct. 5.
minority ,. groups.
Mondragdn's address on the seri- country's
Colombia's
political
oligarchy has
ous political and social conflicts
continually
sanctioned
the oppresslowingColombia's agricultural and
sion
and
social
genocide
of peasants,
technological development attracted
indigenous,
and
African-Colombian
an astounding number of students,
faculty, and members of the peoples.
Mondragon offers possible soluWaterville community. Mondragon
tions
that may slowly but steadily
brought first-hand knowledge and
reduce
the
experience to his
destruction of
lecture, having for ATTENPTED KPNAFFIMG
rural communimany years been a
ties while elimichampion for the AND ASSASSNATON,
nating political
peasant
and
indi genous peo- MFTOSONMENT, TORTURE, corruption, at
least at the local
ples of his native
level.
AND CONTINUOUS
country.
"The goal is to
Attempted kidTI-FEATS
OF
VIOLENCE
change
from the
napping
and
model
of
domiassassination,
ARE NO STRANGERSTO nation to one of
imprisonment,
democratic and
torture, and con- MONDRAGblM.
direct participatinuous threats of
tion that will proviolence are no
strangers to Mondragon. He and his mote farmer development and
family were forced to flee their native cultures/' he said.
The public address prompted
native Colombia as political
refugees. Through his public numerous questions and comments,
address, he illustrated the reasons from the audience, some regarding
why his life was continually placed the U.S.'s involvement in th^
in danger and the cornucopia of Colombian crisis and in particular
problems facing Colombians today. the U.S. government's; supplying ofMondrag<5n explained that "the Colombia's military with weapons
central element of sociopolitical and training. It is this; very military,
structure of Colombia is the power that helps to oppress minority dtizens and to maintain the gamonales'"
of bipartisanship political bosses."
These bosses, called gamonales, power.
In fact, Mondragdnnoted that the
control most everything in the country's political realm by means of vio- officer who directed his torture in
lence, thus maintaining an oligarchic Colombia was trained by the U.S7
system of government. It is these army. Such examples prove that?
men who have attacked activists like Colombia's conflicts extend outside
Mondragon who seek to reveal the the country and indeed the
depth of Colombia's political cor- Colombian crisis is not confined to"
Colombia itself. Mondragdn's
ruption.
Each of the country's depart- address stressed the importance of!
ments (the equivalent of the U.S.'s public awareness and that the power]
concept of states) are under the con- to change lies in the hands of those)
trol , of the gamonales, who exploit who choose to combat ignorance.
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other.
Date rape remains one of the most
underreported crimes in the country,
and, according to Chenevert, victims
at Colby often will not press charges
with the police. He estimates that
Security sees roughly two cases per
year of sexual assault at Colby, and
these are only the incidents in which a
student contacts Security; many go
unreported.
Meanwhile students should know
that date rape drugs move through
the body quickly, and they are often
very difficult to test for because they
leave tlie blood stream eight hours
later, making their existence hard to
prove. One alleged sexual assault has
already occurred on campus, and
another on e was possibly prevented.
It Is time for Colby students to take
precautions, protect each other, and
speak out against these incidences
happening on our campus.

By JENNIFER CARLSON
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Editorials
Performance arts space needed
Colby needs a real performing arts space. President William Bro
Adams has shown interest in helping the College realize this goal. Too
much emphasis, however, may be being put on the need for a concert hall.
Tothe community at large, it has become apparent that what is needed is
both a concert hall and a space capable of holding larger audiences for all
performing arts events. Never was this more apparent than during Family
Weekend when a cappella concerts and the improv show were severely
over-crowded. The. Lorimer chapel is a beautiful building, but it is not a
building that meets our needs as a performance space. The audience's
reluctance to exit the building during a fire alarm for fear of losing its
seats gives testament to this problem. Ifs simple economics—the supply
of seats for most performing arts events at Colby is grossly smaller than
the demand.
Building a new performing arts center would benefit the College in
several ways. Besides obviously letting all parents watch, their children
perform during Family Weekend, it could allow us to bring big-name
Speakers and musicians to Colby. We could provide them with a better
jvenue to talk or perform, and it would help us attract members of the
larger Watervillecommunity to the show because we could sell them tickets to a more attractive location than the field house. While the field house
obviously represents an area large enough to accommodate many people,
it does not provide a good atmosphere for musical events. Its size is overWhelming, and it has poor acoustics.
; As a College, we should and we must demand better. Similar institutions such as Middlebury and Bowdoin have excellent performance facilities, and we cannot allow ourselves to fall further behind. As the administration begins to work on the master plan for College expansion over the
next 50 years, the Echo hopes that the need for an adequate performance
fepace is put at the forefront of the agenda.
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•Why can't the Cdby student cross the road?
< Why is it that no one driving around our campus yields the right of
way to pedestrians? On numerous occasions, pedestrians have been seen
Starting to enter the crosswalk, but quickly leaping back in order to avoid
an oncoming car that shows no signs of stopping. It is especially frustrating when a pedestrian stands at the crosswalk and attempts to make eye
contact with the driver. It should be perfectly obvious what the pedestrian is trying to do,but more often than not, the car (often driven by a Colby
student) keeps cruising along. The state of Maine fines drivers who do not
yield to pedestrians, so why doesn't anyone yield?
Drivers seem to speed up in hopes of discouraging innocent walkers
from making it across the street. Cars are large and fast. People are slow
and non-threatening. Why is this even an issue? The race against time
seems to propel all of us to avoid making unnecessary stops or slowing
clown for any reason at all. Apparently the act of applying pressure to the
break and slowing down the automobile is asking too much of those on
(he Mayflower Hill speedway.
; It is extremely aggravating when pedestrians are standing patiently at
the crosswalk and three cars pass without any signs of slowing down.
What can the drivers be thinking? Perhaps the most frustrating incident
involves the carload of honking and smiling friends who do not hesitate
to speed past you as you wait your turn to cross.
\ We just wish more people would-slow down and consider common
courtesy along with the law. Let the patient pedestrian cross the street—
we promise that we won't walk slowly.

Letters
Rapists are in the wrong, not victims.
Last week the Echo published an
editorial entitled "Don't take your
safety for granted." While we have
no problem with the basic issue of
personal safety, we do take issue
with the assumption that all crimes
can be prevented and that victims,
or survivors in the case of sexual
assault crimes, are responsible for
preventing the crime. Although we
agree that it is important to take
safety precautions) the author failed
to acknowledge that the person who

put the "date-rape" drug in the
drink is to blame, not the victim as
was implied. We have to wonder if
an assault had taken place, would
the author still have suggested better precautions on the part of the
survivor? The message needs to be
that the presence and use of "daterape" drugs in our community is
unacceptable, not simply that we
should be mprg careful. :v
- rRebecca Cole '01
Jackie Ogutha '01

Burnin g down the cha pel

I saw headed for the door. The alarm continued to
blare.
For over ten minutes the alarm continued to
sound. For over ten minutes the audience patiently
waited. The folks I could hear yelling to their neighbora
did complain about the noise. Those who, unlike
Jeffrey Calareso
myself, hadn't had their hearing capacities diminished by one too many loud concerts were apparently
Im not writing to condemn anyone, I'm not daim- in agony with the buzzing. Yet not agony enough to
ing a moral high ground. That should become clear exit the premises, it seems.
with the basis of this week's column.
What conclusions do we draw from this? What
• Last weekend was Parents' Weekend (in case you does this say about those folks (myself included) up in
wanderedwho all those old people were).My parents the chapel last Friday night?
wirehere for the first time in a few years, though I
lor one thing, we don't believe in fire alarms. We
attribute that to having moved to Iowa last summer need to smell smoke for there to be a fire and even
and, trust me, if you lived in Iowa you'd take any then, perhaps we also need to see flames, Some would
chance to get out. We looked over the schedule of perhaps need to be burned before believing.
events desperately searching for something of even
Thaf s a perilous thing. If you've ever attended an
iriild interest,
event at the chapel you know how difficult it is to exit
I One of the few offerings of note was the a cappel- in any expedient manner. Even when all tlie folks
la;concert in the chapel on Friday, I'm of the opinion attempting to vacate are young and agile it takes forthat Colby a cappella is often uninspired but does ever, With the older generation and beyond that in
hayc potential for greatness. In fact, Friday's show attendance, it doesn't get any quicker.
Was by and large a wonderful show.
If there had been a fire, those near the back proba; However, there was an "inddent" before the 7:00 bly would have escaped unscathed. My guess is they
p;«v show whidi struck me as curious. At about ten knew this and thaf s why they waited to make the first
nr|lnutcs to 7:00 p.m., the fire alarm went off in all its move. The others, I can only assume, weighed the
loud and Irritating glory, A Colby fire alarm, if you've option of fire vs. prime seat and maintaining their
n«ver had the pleasure, is a persisting, droning buzz, seat, won. But was it that or something else?
which, if it were to begin quietly and slowly build to
Did we believe the alarm was part cf the show?
a Crescendo, might be the exact noise to make a per- Maybe the a cappella groups were trying to deafen us
son's head implode.
before subjecting us to their off-key warbling.
j ,The moment the alarm went off I looked around,
Mo, most of the singers were on key that ni ght,so
Thje packed crowd of parents and students . , . also I don't buy that. What's more, the alarm would flash
looked around. No one that I saw got up. No one that on several times during the Blue lights' rendition of

Devils quo t ing
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Counting Crows' "Anna Begins,"one of the most pitiful and beautiful songs I know,and I don't believe the
Blue Lights would desecrate it so.
Maybe we were wary of missing the beginning of
the concert. Wewere willing to sacrifice well-being for
seeing the entire show. Have we become that
voyeuristic? Would we crash our car into the telephone pole just to see the fender bender on the shoulder?
I do believe that deep down inside us we knew we
were making a dumb choice. En*on the side of safety.
We knew that,but we didn't do that. I'm all for taking
riisks, but with pointless risks we should be cognizant
of the adjective 'pointless.'
There remains that confusing, disturbing moment
of recognition when it became universally dear that
the sudden noise was indeed the fire alarm and no
one moved. I don't have the answer why, I probably
didn't get up because I was between my parents and
neither of them moved. Does that mean the miscalculations of the father are passed on to the son? Perhaps.
I will say that we, as American dtizens, have
received a unique training, Wemake dedsions based
on that training. There was evidence last Friday to
suggest our training puts entertainment above common sense. The larger societal implications of how
we've been thus trained are, well, alarming. Would
we succumb to the tornado just to catch a television
program? Would we develop frostbite just to stay
through the fourth quart er of a football game? Would
we risk dying in tlie Colby chapel just to hear the
Megs?
Jeff Calareso is a weekly columnist for the Echo.

"Who let the dogs out?"
and other questions
Ward's

Words

Geoff Ward

centage of respondents (0.2 percent)
characterized themselves as "too
intellectually discriminating" to even
consider such an absurd question.

Question 2:
Who let the dogs out?
One-hundred ten percent of
respondents replied, "Whoever let
In the spirit of the constant opinion
them put better lock them back up
polling going on this election season I
along with whoever let that cheesy
thought I'd share with you the results
reggae song get released." Many (59
of some polling I've done recently.
percent) added that they would be
Keep in mind that these results are
interested in watching, "the dogs" rip
taken from a random and quite small
apart the members of the reggae/rap
group, defined as "people who were
band that sings the song. However
in my room, or who happened to stop
one thing that all respondents (175
by my room" while I was writing this
percent) agreed on was that, "the song
column. You can feel free to email me
sucks."
your responses to these questions. I'd
be very interested in hearing what
Question 3:
you ha"ve to say about these pressing
We
have an art museum?
world issues,
I'm including this question
because
it was uttered many times
Question 1:
Weekend. Mostly it was
over
Parents'
What if Santa Claus were real?
a response from students whose parAs you might imagine there were a
ents had actually read the "Family
wide varietyof responses to this ques- Weekend" brochure sent to them by
tion. However, the majority of responColby, and subsequently inquired
dents <57 percent) stated that they about the museum. After the educa"would ambush anyone that came tional Parents'Weekend, 20 percent of
down their diimney," regardless of
respondents to this survey had some
whether or not the person had a white
vague awareness of an art museum on
beard and toys, If the person did have campus. However the vast majority of
toys, 22 percent of respondents added respondents (98 percent) were still
they would "then take all the toys."
unaware of tlie museum, but were
More imaginative responses ranged
nevertheless intrigued by the rusting
from "I'd steal the sleigh and go metal blocks sitting outside of, as one
joyrid ing" to those volunteering to
respondent put it, "that brick building
keep Mrs. Claus company the one over there. No, that brick building."
night a year her husband is out of the One respondent thought they wer e
house. Many people (64 percent) felt
"covers to protect bushes from snow
that if Santa Claws were real, "It'd be during the winter. Another thought
"
kinda cool, but scary at the same
they were "ugly." You can decide for
time," However it was found that
yourself, but I will let you know that
these numbers were higher (89 per- only 12 percent of respondents to this
cent) when the same question was
survey thought they could be considasked about the Easter Bunny, There
eied art. Thnt is if , "there was tasteful
were a number of r espondents who gjraffiti on them."
were also concerned about the Easter
Bunny's ability to lay eggs. These peo- See WARD, continued on
ple were told to relax. A small per- page 5

Why Ward is wrong

WARD: asks burn ing questions
Continued fr ompage 4 :

The Far Write

8/14/00, Sowell, "Dems, GOPers, and Blacks," 9/28/00
and 10/2/00).
:'
Democraticeducation policyhas traditionallyinvolved
two tilings: spending money without holding anyone
accountable and kissing up to teachers' unions (Sowell,
Michael Jose
"The Politics of Education," 8/29/00). As for tire middle
class, the Democrats' beloved Social Security is an
unworkable plan and the "trust fund" is a lie - the governGeoff Ward's article "Vote Gore: Because there is a ment "borrows" the "trust fund" money from itself and
Difference" (9/28/00) leaves much to be desired. spends it (Sowell, "Sodal Security - A Risky Scheme,"
Although Mark Buschenfeldt (in. his 10/5/00 letter, 9/15/00).
Ward also states that the Democrats will "continue
"Ship Ward to Canada") did not support his arguments
well, I must say that I concur with many of his state- looking out" for him. They look out for all of us, alright ments, and disagree with Ward's insistence in his fol- with an agenda of making us wards of the state. Gore suplowing column, "Football, Politics, and my Self- ports universalizing pre-school and day care, and, of
course,the taxes required to fund this
Defense" (10/5/00), that Gore can
win
roice com parents to worK long
lead this nation.
Let
me
also
dishours
and thus "to need" these serFor one thing, Ward's argument
vices.
Ultimately
this will force people
for Gore is flawed. After stating pute his asserto
turn
their
kids
over to the govern(truthfully) that Bush has basically tions.
Democrats
ment
for
several
hours
a day,at earlier
adopted the Gore position on most
issues, he states that the candidates do not " care " more and earlier ages (Michelle Malkin,
are not basically the same. This is not about these issues , "Pay for Your Own Day Care,"
10/5/00).
only contradictory, but Ward's later
In public schools,many children are
attack on Bush contains neither factu- they are j ust more
"looked
out for" so well that the goval support nor any references to likel y to look to
ernment
is trying to usurp the rights of
where such support can be found.
government
as
the
the
parents
to decide whether or not to
Ward claims that "Bush only cares
put
their
kids
on Ritalin (Sowell,
about people who are as rich as he is," entit y which can
"Wake
up
Parents!"
8/18/00). Gun
and that "Democrats ... are genuinely
solve
them.
control,
worker
safety
regulations for
concerned abou t edu cation, health
home
businesses,
taxes
and excessive
care, minorities, and the middle class
restrictions
on
regulation
on
smoiong,
family." Really? On what does he
how
much
you
can
give
or
spend
supporting
a
candidate
an
article,
base this assertion? Can he refer me to a book,
or a web site that substantiates his claim? He asks his of your choice - all of these are ways that (most) Democrats
critics to put substance into their attacks on him; I ask want the government to "look out for us" by limiting our
freedoms.
him to do the same with his attacks on Bush.
Ward also states that "there are only two viable candiLet me also dispute his assertions. Democrats do not
dates
in this presidential campaign." I respond, "so what?"
"care" riiore about these issues, they are just more likely
Voting
third party is a long-term strategy to build a base
to look to government as the entity which can solve
for
future
viable candidates, or to force politidans to deal
them. As I do not have room for a full explanation for all
with
certain
issues (crazy as Perot may have been, he did
of my charges, I will refer the reader to articles that offer
keep
our
minds
focused on reducing the defidt, and he
in-depth support for my position. All of these articles
did
force
us
to
examine
NAFTA more carefully than we
can be accessed easily at the Jewish World Review home
would
have
otherwise
done).
Keep thinking short-term
page.
and someday we
and
vote
only
candidates,"
for
"viable
attempts
at
socializing
medicine
The Democrats'
have only reduced competition and efficiency, increased will have to pick between Hitler and Stalin. So vote for
costs, and forced more people to rely on the government whom you believe in. I am voting for Howard Phillips.
dole in order to pay the inflated bills (Thomas Sowell,
On the Web:
"Costs versus Prices;"^/8/00). The affirm ative action
www.jewishworldreview.com.
policies which the Democrats support so strongly have
www.phillips2000.com
had a marginal effect on black poverty and their antipoverty programs have helped lead to the deterioration
Michael Jose is a bi-weekly columnist for the Echo.
of minority families (Sowell, "Blacks and Bootstraps,"
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Of those surveyed, 100 percent
replied that they would in no way ski
down the highest mountain in the
world. I will hypothesize that worldwide there is no plus or minus margin
of error on this question. Now, before
you write me an irate letter pointing
out that someone did actually ski
down Mt. Everest quite recently, let
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me point out that my survey results
only hold true for human beings.
Thirty-eight-year-old Slovenian Davo
Karnicar is dearly a member of an" *
alien species. Last Saturday according *
to Reuters he "became the first person .
ever to ski non-stop down the world's ;.
highest mountain." While I dispute •
the use of the word "person" in this •
story, ihe fact that a sentient being of ?
some sort thought it would be fun to ',
ski down Mt. Everest is nevertheless "
baffling. I'd be curious about how J
much" skiing" was actually going on.'
What Karnicar did was probably !•
more along the lines of what I would '
'
consider "falling."
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Question 4:
How long could it possibly
ihe Olive
take to get a table at t
Garden?
The responses to this question
were remarkably similar.The answer?
Three hours. Remember to bear in
mind that this survey was taken in my
room, and a couple of my roommates
and I had tried to eat together with
our families at the Olive Garden on
Saturday. The more interesting question associated with the Olive Garden
foray was how long it would take my
nine year-old brother to suffer from
severe loss of blood sugar while waiting for a table. It was at the approximately two hour and 15minute mark

that he started to cry, saying with desperation in his voice, "We're never
going to eat!" I'm proud to say that I
lasted a good 20 minutes beyond that
before I collapsed in a similar state;
One hundred percent of respondents
replied, "there's nothing like Parents'
Weekend."
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Antonio Pompa Baldi mesmerizes
audience in Lorimer

Many voices of Colby on display

(3?aobj
Wioiee

By MICHAEL GREENBERG

No. 2, Op. 22 with the same
relaxed intensity, and one could
literally see his passion for his art
While some families dined in radiate from his eyes. Effortlessly,
downtown Waterville and stu- he clutched his audience and led
dents prepared for FUNKtion and them, through Schumann's jourother Saturday evening events, a ney. Yes, one could say it was a
small crowd gathered in Lorimer good concert.
Pompa-Baldi, a resident of
Chapel to hear the third concert in
Foggia, Italy, started playing
the Music at Colby Series.
Antonio
Pompa-B aldi, when he was four and has since
Cleveland piano competition win- studied at the Conservatorio U.
ner for 1999, serenaded students, Giordano and the Accademia
families, professors, and the Internazionale Aldo Ciccolini in
Trinitapoli. He has entered and
Waterville cornwun numerous
munity
witn.
competitions ,
sonatas and varia- When the piece
including
a
tions by Schubert,
pom
paended
,
first
prize
in
Schumann,
Naples, Italy in
Mendelssohn,
baIlldi
stood
to
1997.
Under
and Brahms.
the
direction
of
For the dura- great applause
his renowned
tion of a program,
lasting over two as the tension in t e a c h e r ,
Annamaria
hours, PompaPanella,
he
Baldi was indica- the room was
debuted in the
tive of the high suddenl y
U.S. on Nov. 22,
caliber oi music
1999,
and
heard at Colby released.
quickly
proC o l l e g e .
cressed to win
Beginning with
the
Cleveland
Competition.
Schubert's Impromptu #3 in B flat
(Courtesy:
Music
at
Colb
y Series)
Major, Op. 142, Pompa-Baldi took
Clearly,
"Music
at
Colby"
to the stage quietly and immedibrings
stellar
artists
to
Lorimer,
ately treated Colby to the beauty
but unfortunately the pews are
of his craft.
Pompa-Baldi's show was dif- rarely filled. If you haven't
ferent from every performance in attended one of these fabulous
the concert series thus far. He concerts, you're definitely missheld the audience's ears captivat- ing something, and should plan
ed throughout the entirety of his to see a show in the next few
Upcoming
events
fiist piece; one could literally months.
have heard a pin drop in the include Alexa Still, flutist, Oct. 29,
atmosphere of incredible concen- and performances by the
tration. When the piece ended Orchestra, Wind Ensemble, Jazz
nearly 20 minutes later, Pompa- Ensemble, Collegium Musicum,
Baldi stood to great applause as and the Chorale on consecutive
the tension in the room was sud- Saturdays starting Oct. 28, and
the Festival of Carols and Lights
denly released.
Dec.
7-9. Come to Lorimer Chapel
Pompa-Baldi played all four
movements of Schumann's Sonata and listen for yourself!
STAFF WRITER

JEFF NICHOLS/THE COLBY ECHO

The Sirens perf ormed in f ront of an appreciative audience in Lorimer chapel. They were one of the
five campus groups that performed over Famil y Weekend.

MANSO AT IHE HOIES

Mango unmoved by "Tao of Steve"
By MANGO CHIN

STAFF WRITER

', These are the three holy rules to
be followed if you, too, would like
to become an irresistible Steve. Do
not misunderstand, Steve is not a
name. Steve is a state of mind.
;•" Trie Three Rules to the Tao of
Steve:
• 1. Eliminate your desire
("Women can smell an agenda.")
• 2. Be excellent in her presence
(We're all good at something.)
3, Withdraw ("Men and women
b oth want to h ave sex, but women
want to have sex 15 minutes after
us, so if you hold out for 20, she'll
be chasing you for five.")
Dex (Donal Logue) is a Steve.
That is, he 's savvy.,, an accomplished player i f you will, In college, Dex wa s voted most likely to
be successful. He was also the
hottest item in the man-market, all
with the help of his Buddhistinsyired Tao of Steve. "Steve"
embodies all that is smooth, fantastic, and irresistible to the ladies.
Why "Steve" though? Well hey,
just look at the evidence: Steve
McQueen,
Steve
McGarrett
(Hawaii 5-0), Steve Austin (The
Six-Million Dollar Man).
Ten years later, Dex is still professing the coolness of Steve. He
has also developed a monstrous
beer-gut, lives with his frisbeeobsessed buddies, and he relies on
a rickety moped (he calls it a
motorcycle, but I beg to differ) for
transportation to his job as a parttime grade school teacher. It isn 't

Ridinghis motorcycle , Dona l Logue is the consummate Steve.
clear how Dex is able to afford his
morning weed, but he can, and he
also appears to get lots of nookie
by his effective usage of the Tao of
Steve. That is, effective until he
goes to his ten-year class reunion
and meets Syd (Greer Goodman), a
set designer for the Santa Fe Opera.
This is when the romantic comedy
comes into play. App arently, Syd
isn't impressed with Dex 's behavior at all. Dismayed, Dex later dis-

Buddhist mack-ism.
This movie was deemed a
"sucky chick-flick" by one of
Massachussetts' finest. Behold
Guest Critic Eric Roy 04'. Roy also
paid attention to about five minutes of the movie (the part where
he was sure Dex was "gonna rail
the girl"), I have to agree, it turned
into a chick flick about a half-hour
into the movie. The movie had
interesting d ialogue and the acting
covers that Syd was one of many w a sn't t oo shabby—altogether the
lustful women he slept with an d mov ie w asn't all that bad, but
didn't remember, (Ouch.) And that 's probabl y because I didn't
interest ingly enough, they took have to pay to see it. Rent-worthy,
philosophy together. Go figure.
but not worth any urgency. (Out of
Don Juan was a Steve, becau se five mules, I'd give it about three
he could and did seduce hundreds white asses.) Then again, if you're
of women. But why? For the chase, a Stu (the opposite of Steve), you
for the excitement, or just because might want to see it... and take
he feared that one special woman notes.
could never love him? Ah, the suggestion that causes Dex to doubt
87 minutes, Rated R
himself and his devotion to
Directed by Jennifer Goodman

These p oems are f r om a book Toy
the sage Lao-tzu, called "Tao Te
Ching." It was written as a response
to Lao-tzubeing asked about the art of
living.Asan answer, he wrote a book
on the Too. These p oemsare excerpts
f r om that book.
-27-

A good traveler has no fixed plans
And is not intent upon arriving.
A good artist lets his intuition
lead him whereverit wants.
A good scientist has freed himself of
concepts
And keeps his mind open to what is.
Thus the Master is available to all
people
And doesn't reject anyone.
He is ready to use all situations
and doesn't waste anything.
This is called embodying the light.
What is a good man but a bad man's
teacher?
What isa bad manbut a good man'sjob?
If you don't understand this, you will
get lost,
However intelligent you are.
It is the great secret.
-3-

If you oveiesteem great men
People becomepowerless.
If you overvalue possessions,
People begin to steal.
The Master leads
By emptying people's minds
And filling their cores,
By weakening their ambition
And toughening their resolve.
He helpspeople lose everything
They know,everything they desire,
And creates contusion
In those who think that they know.
Practice not doing,
And everything will fall into place.
f r om "TaoTeChing"
translated by StephenMitchell.
HarperPerennial, 1988.

Bar Review
"Buen Apefrfo " fie ne buenas margaritas
By SARAH BELANGER
STAFF WRITER

After I reviewed Margaritas, the
word on the street was that I had to
try Buen Apetito. I was told that the
margaritas, though not in neon colors and exotic flavors, were great,
the food was tasty, and the prices
were good, Once again, I rounded
up a few roommates and friends for
their input and camaraderie and
ventured into downtown Waterville
for dinner and drinks. ¦
The margaritas were great. They
are available in two sizes, although
it's not respectable to order the
smaller one in my book, unless
you're driving, because I must say
that I consider myself no novice to
consuming alcoholic beverages and
after drinking just one margarita I
was about one and a half sheets to
the wind on a scale of three.
Anyhow, our table ordered six margaritas, with salt , and each arrived in
a cute cactus-stemmed glass, Being
the sucker for fancy packaging that 1
am, the novelty glasses ma d e my
rating of the margaritas high from
the moment I saw them, and the
taste was no disappointment, While
they were definitel y potent , (Beth
summed up the situation with,
"These margaritas can really kick
you in the ass!"), the tequ ila f lavor
"was not over-powering and was perf ectly balanced with the sour mix.
INTERNET PHOTO
Buen Apetito serves up compliLeslie Bibb and Carly Pope play high schoolers in the checsihj
mentary chips and salsa, however
entertaining UPN show, "Popular. "
the chips were a little on the stale
»
side
and we never got our refill of
that description/ it may deter you belonged to opposite ends of the unithem, Still, you have to admire the
from oven taking a first glance at,this versal high school social hierarchy;
fact that we got more than one varisilly comedy, but think abou t what I Brooke was part of the in-crowd
ety of salsa, One appeared to be a
just said: "silly comedy." Aren't while Sam was a reject, Tlie only
class ic salsa , but had a bit of a smoky
comedies supposed to be that way? thing that brought them together
f lavor, and the other was an orangey
Don't misunderstand mo, I enjoy was the fact that their parents were color
and had a moro sweet and
programs like "Friends" and "Home engaged, The two girls and their
mild taste.
Improvement"; which have a great friends had . many., feuds' oyer the
For dinner, I ordered the beef
basis on realism, but shpwa like course of the past season/ and there
tacos,
One member of our parry
"Popular", ean generate tyri ce,: the is no doubt the feuds will continue
ordered his meal in Spanglish
laughter because of the unreial por- this season.
,,
(beginning, in Spanish then giving
v
'
On the season premiere/ the .
tray^» ,6f'evQry^ay Ufer7 \ '/77 vv
up
and reverting to English) which
In the first season Brooke (Leslie See
v ' ', waay^lry irnpresaive but didn 't lieem
TI^Eytsi^N/^Hn1
Bibb) and 8am (Q»rly Pope)
::
bur waiter. Doug Otto ,'01,
¦ ' ift©^ '^pafee:^^, v :?;, 77. . ; ;,; . .;, 7; #ia«e
, '¦; , , . .' , yy ' > ' ¦:¦ ' - 'A... . ¦
l
>
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What should be watchedand botched
By MELV LADERA
PT/FF WRITER

, Here are a couple of reviews of
various television programs that
have recently premiered in the past
couple of weeks. Hopefully this
should give the Colbv community a
Utile insight about which television
shows have great entertainment
value and which are bound to put
you to sleep, The rating system Is as
follows:
*****A must-see who cares about
homework I.;
JT** A good study break
ft * If you don't have nny homework, might as well
;J
** If nothing else Is on
!> ; Don't bother, not even worth
!;| the energy to change the chan-

nel

*' '

' ,

¦ ' ¦

I ,* ' .

;

' ' '

'

"Popular " »*»*

;. This teenage comedy is a surprisJfig winner, Although at first sl&ht
popular" appears to be a rather
fiieesy program, there is something
jabout that cheesiness that makes it
bearable, Tho plots are overdone and
{unoriginal, the characters are blown
out of proportion, the dialogue is
irsiplauflibty and the overall oompo>, sltlon is simply odfj. After hearinc
¦
&&7 .1 ¦¦¦,¦¦: i .;
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Potted cacti, mini sombreros and frosted margarita glasses arW to

Buen Apetito's great south-of -the-border atmosphere. QUI

however,

was
particu larly
impressed by the cactus on the windowsill in the phallic hat , Everyone
was pleased with their meals, especially Calla Seattle Fankhanel'01,
who had this to say about her pseudo-steak fajlta : "lb lo juro-carne a la
plancha, mejor que la chuchal"
Buen Apetito has sort of a diningin-somcono's-homc kind of feel that
I think many restaurants in this area
possess, I Was a big fan oi the chili
peppers stenciled In key areas on the
walls, There is one dining room
where you first walk in with the
kitchenattached to ty and set off by a

!
¦
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¦

half-sized wall so that you can
watch the chefs prepare your meal.
There is also another dining room in
the back and a cozy bar, although I
don't think I'd. go to Buen /_petito
just f or cocktails ,
All In all , it was a good dining
experience; Definitely a different feel
from
the
franchise-noss
of
Margaritas, sort of like the difference
between the local bakery and
Dunkin' Donuts, 1 think thnt there's
a time for both. Studen ts and faculty
will be ndvlsed ta add Buen Apetito
to their Waterville dining reper-

TELEVISION:

New. old shows
ranked by Melv
Continued f r om pa ge 6
whole gang is returning to school.

Brooke and Sam are withstanding
the after-effects of tie return of
Brooke's mother. Sam was regretting
her part in bringing Brooke's mom
into town because of the grief it is
putting her own mother through,
and Brooke is placed in a position of
choosing her mother or her father
and friends. The other characters are
as whimsical as ever as they bicker
with one another.
This is a magnificent show. After
two episodes I'm hooked. The comedy is surreal but entertaining, and
the various references to things in
pop culture help add to the witty
humor. Other characters to watch in
this show are Mary Cherry (Leslie
Grossman), whose southern accent
can be annoying but she is a great
character to love to hate, and Sugar
Daddy (Ron Lester). If you have seen
"Varsity Blues" then you will know
what I mean. "Popular" airs on
Tuesdays at 10:00 p.m. on UPM.
"Buff y the Vampire Slayer" ***
Already in its fifth season, "Buff y"
is as strong as ever. Just when you
thought that Buffy (Sarah Michelle
Cellar) had done it all, (undead
boyfriends, high school graduation,
college, an affair with a geneticallyengineered military man) she now
has a little sister. This new twist in
the show, although not as clearly
explained, actually seems to work.
Buff y 's sister Dawn (Michelle
Trachtenburg) seems to blend in well
with the rest of the cast and is a great
compliment to Buffy's character.
Some people may see this character as another person that Buff y will
have to save on a regular basis. The
monotonous plot of having to save a
captured loved one is a bit overdone
on this program. The writers of
"Buff y " will have to come up with
creative dialogue and engaging relationships between the characters in
order to keep their audience. Based
on the first two episodes, they are on
a good track. Dawn has really stirred
things up in Sunnydale, and as long
as they come up with good original
stories, "Buff y" will remain a cult
favorite.
Other characters to watch are
Spike (James Marsters), whose witticisms add to the dynamic of the
show, and Anya (Emma Caulfield), a
hot number with a hilarious sense of
humor. "Buff y " airs Saturdays at 8:00
p.m. on "UPN.

"Titans" *

With all of the hype this show was

getting,I have to say I was complete-

ly upset with what I saw. "Titans "
was one of the most ridiculous things
I've seen on TV. It is like the show
"Popular" with the cheesy plots and
over-dramatic characters, but it is
intended to be a drama, not a comedy. "Titans" is basically a nighttime
soap opera like "90210" and
"Melrose Place."
Not even the names of Yasmine
Bleeth and Casper Van Dien could
save this show's quality from its destiny to hit below mediocrity. The
story line was too mangled for me to
remember everybod y 's names, It was

SB ^rfKS

M_ffl _Ilut

VHSiffiiy
w
'"ess Assoc»»

still didn't make up for tlie incongruous facial expressions and the choppy dialogue, If you want a quick
summary of the plot, at tlie end of the
premiere Bleeth's character tells Van
Dien's character that she is pregnant
with his baby as she walks down the
aisle to marry some old rich guy,
"Titans" airs Wednesdays at 8:00
p,m, on NBC,
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1* For more than 20 years, the Maine Made Shop in Downtown
Waterville has been a leading provider of gif ts, collectibles, clothing and
more to all of Central Maine and beyond. Promoted as "Central Maine's
Best Shopping Experience,"the Maine Made Shop lives up to its billing
by having two floors and over 6000 square feet packed with the best
merchandise at the best prices.
On the fi rst floor, customers will find an outstanding variety of Maine
products from over 300 Maine craftsmen and companies, including such
famous names as Acorn Slippers, Liberty Graphics, Lovell Pewter, Lauri
Toys, Camden Pottery, and Anne KiUiam Designs plus one of the largest
Maine food sections in the state with Haven's Candies, Maine Maple Syrup,
Blue Barrens Farm, Stonewall Kitchen s, and dozens more.
On the second floor is the "Things From Away" collecti on , offering
products from across the country and from around the world. The most famous
names in ladies' fashions from Northern Isles, Alfred Dunner, Woolrich, and
Alps are featured here.
No store in Central Maine can compete with Maine Made's wondrous
selecti on of plush toys and collectibles.
Come in today or visit our website @ www.mainemadeshop.com.
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one-stop
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art supplies,
. custom framing ,
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Great Values...And a Whole Lot More!
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& Spa I
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B 1
WIdo Selection of Salon Products Plus:
O Therapeutic Massage • Complete Nail Care • Pedicures
Personalized Skin Treatments, Facials & Body Wraps
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Permanent & Temporary Hair Removal • Sun Bed • Steam Room ;
OPEN:Tuei. - Sat. andHies,ft Wed.Evenings
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CaplMi:Puff in, cf ^al mascot o/Dc'fw.u.'tneny/
Downcast Energy has 23 Puffin Stop
convenience stores and gas stationeasily located throughout Central and
Southern Maine, and New Hampshire.
In Waterville look for the Puffin at 105
College Ave and 94 Pleasant Street (24hour). At both locations you will find
friendly folks, gas and groceries.
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also some of the worst acting I've
ever seen, maybe even worse than in
the soap "Passions," but at least that
show is entertaining and humorous;
'"Titans" is just too ludicrous to laugh
at. It seems like NBC gathered a
bunch of beautiful people together,
regardless of talent, thinking that it
would sell,
The series premiere did have
some enticing scenes, like when
Bleeth's character stripped down and
dove into the pool to try to arouse the
son of the person that she was going
to marry the next day, However, that
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Postseas o n hopes
fade for fi eld hoc key

DEVASTATOR
OF THE WEEK

By CHRIS DELUCIA

Mari a Men sching '02

STAFF WRITER

At the Maine State Cross Country
Championships, Mensching
completed the 5,000 meter race in
18:41 to earn a second place finish.

JEFF NICHOLS / THE COLBY ECHO

Men's soccer gets win,loss,and tie in four days
By MICHAEL SHEA
STAFFWRITER

The men's soccer team played three
games in four days this past week. By
Sunday afternoon they had attained all
possible results with a win against
University of Maine at Farmington, a
tie with Trinity College, and a loss to
Williams College.
While the Mules played very well at
times, they are still having difficulties
finding the back of the net, This week,
they are faced with a lighter schedule,
with no games until Saturday when
they face New England Small College
Athletic Conference rival Middlebury.
The Mules controlled most of the
play in their first game against
UMaine-Farmington. However, they
had trouble capitalizing, scoring on
only two of their 20 shots.
The team moved the ball well
through, the midfield and tiie defense
was strong, allowing only four shots to
reach goalie Justin Amirault '01. Sean
Skulley '02 scored in the first half on a
cross from forward Jamie Yurek '03.

Farmington also scored in the first half
or one of their few opportunities. The
game remained tied untilJamie Lue '03
scored on a comer played by Skulley in
the 61st minute. The Mules would
come out of the game with a 2-1 victoSaturday,in front of a large crowd,
the Mules played 120 minutes of soccer
against Trinity.The play was even during the first half as both teams battled
through the midfield and each team's
defense was strong. Lue was the first to
score for Colby and gave the Mules a 10 lead, beating the Bantams keeper on
a pass from. Yurek.
It would be ten minutes until
Trinity could put together a counter

attack worthy of a goal when a
Bantams forward dove to head a cross
past Amirault to bring the game even.
While Trinity may have been more
dangerous, taking more shots and cornerkicks than Colby, the teams ended
the game at 1-1 after two scoreless
overtime periods.Also playing well for
the Mules was Jon Ryder '02, David
Manning '02, and Josh Zweig '04.
Head coach Mark Serdjenian
described the game as "a fair tie" and
Amirault added, "there were no letups in 120 minutes."
The Mules carried some momentum from the Trinitygame into the first
half ot their next match. Play was-even
in the first half between Colby and the
number one ranked Williams Ephs.
The Mules wereunable to score on two
early opportunities and went into the
half down by one.
"In the second half, Williams
showed why they're ranked number
one in the nation," said Serdjenian.
Williams scored five times in the
first 20 minutes of the second half to
seal the victory and end Colby's home-

coming weekend. The game reinforced
that the Mules need to finish scoring
opportunities and play hard for ninety
minutes in order to win against very
good teams.
The team is now becoming used to
playing very fast paced games, which
the Mules showed against Trinity and
in the first half of their game against
Williams and the defense has also been
playing strong.
The team needs to "focus on staying
composed and closing out games,"
said Amirault.
Colby took two days off and
regrouped Wednesday,Oct. 11, healthy
an d ready to preparefor Middlebury.
Jay Freedman '01 said that "'the
team will look to be a lot more direct in
the offensive third."
It is clear that they are often looking
for one extra pass, rather than shooting. Serdjenian said that he will "throw
in a few new wrinkles for the weekend."
"We need two solid halves on the
same day in order to beat Middlebury,"
he said.

Volleyball posts mixed results in tournamen t

DEBORAH DOBERNE/THE COLBY ECHO

Volleyball hosted the NESCAC ton moment over the weekend.

By BEN SEXTON
CO-SPORTS EDITOR

This past weekend, the Colby
women's volleyball team hosted a
round robin New England Small
College Athletic Conference tournament featuring Bates, Bowdoin,
Middlebury, Hamilton, and Williams.
The young Colby squad played some
excellent games against tough competition, but ended the weekend with a
somewhat disappointing 1-3 finish for
the tourney. Colby's overall record
now stands at 12-12, including a 2-5
record In NESCAC play.
Colby opened the weekend on
t

Triday evening with a match against a
tough Bates team (154, 3-1). Bates
started very strong, winning the first
game by a decisive 15-3 margin, but
the Mules stormed back, taking the
next two games 15-3 and 15-9. Tlie last
two games were very close, with tlie
fifth and deciding game even right
until the end, but Colby ended up losing both games by the score of 15-12.
Amanda Cuiffo '03 had a terrific
match, recording 32 blocks, 27 digs, 17
kills, and five aces. Laurel Burnham
'03 added 42 assists, and Reagan
Carey '01 chipped in with 15 blocks,
13kills, and two digs.
"We definitely had our chances in

this match," said Head Coach Candice
Parent. "We made a few unforced
errors at the very end of the rally
game, which put us on the short end
of the stick."
Colby started the second day
against Williams, who finished the
tournament with a 3-0 record, best
among all of the competing teams.
"We played well early and then
seemed to lose focus," said Parent.
"We missed 13 serves and had only
one ace, which is a dismal statistic. In
addition, our defense was nowhere
near the intensitylevel that we had on
Friday night versus Bates." Colby
started strong early in this match, winning the first game 16-14, but then
went on to lose the next two by scores
of 15-12 and 15-2, Tlie Mules came
back to start the fourth game, building
an 11-5 lead, but they could not side
out or win any points. Williams put
together a rally and ended up winning
the fourth game 15-12 to take the
match by a 3-1 count. Cuiffo and
Carey tied for the team lead with 10
kills apiece.
Colby started strong in its next
match against Middlebury as well,
taking the opening game by a convincing 15-5 margin. Unfortunately,
Middlebury came out of the gates
strong in the second game and never
looked back for the rest of the match,
winning the next three games 15-9,154, and 15-5. Cuiffo led the team with
13 kills and 13 digs, and Johanna
Schroeder '04 also had 13 digs, "Once
they started running an offense and

digging our attacks, we got extremely
tentative," said Parent.
The. Mules finally earned themselves a much-deserved win in the
final match, where they faced off
against Hamilton. Hamilton jumped
out to an early lead in the first game,
but Colby battled back and eventually
won a very tight contest 17-15. The
second game also proved to be very
tough, as the teams played even with
each other throughout the match, but
Colby once again proved the stronger
team and won 15-13. The disheartened Hamilton team bowed out quietly in the third game 15-6, giving the
Mules the sweep. Carey tied a previous team record for number of lulls in
a three game match with 21, but
Cuiffo managed to one-up her, turning in 22 kills for a new school record.
Cuiffo also added 17 digs, Burnham
also set a new record in the match
with 54 assists in three games, shattering the old mark of 39, which was set
¦
in 1995. "Hamilton played pretty
good defense, but thanks to strong
offensive efforts by Cuiffo, Carey,and
Burnham we were able to stage great
comebacks and win the first two
games/' said Parent. "I was really
proud of the way the team fought
back and refused to give up. Tlie first
two games were extremely long and
we refused to lose. That shows great
character in such a young team,"
Colby's next match comes on Oct.
14 against Connecticut College, They
will next be playing at home on the
18th in a rematch against Bates,

Af

Going into the first weekend of
October, the field hockey team knew
that in order to reach the New England
Small College Athletic Conference
playoffs, it would be important to win
tihe remaining five NESCAC games.
The White Mules made the first step
towards their goal, beating Trinity 4-1,
but were unable to follow up with
another victory,losing 4-2 to Williams.
Earlier in the week, Colby lost a
non-confeience game to Gordon, 1-0,
but the big games were played on the
weekend at home, starting with the
game against Trinity.
The White Mules opened the scoring in the first half with a goal toy
Brook Brisson '02. Three minutes later.
Becca Bruce '02 added the second goal
to make it 2-0 at the half. This would
prove to be enough scoring for the
Mules, but Martia Ingraham '02 and
Sari Gilbert '04 each added insurance
goals. The Bantams finally got on the
board, scoring with eight minutes
remaining, but it was too little too late,
and the Mules held on for the victory.
The Mules held the offensive
advantage throughout the entire game,
outshooting Trinity 35-10. They also
received ten corners to Trinity's three.
Jane Stevens '01 and Carrie Torrisi
'02 played well in goal, and Lyndsay
Peters '03 assisted on the goal by
Gilbert. Overall, however, it was a
team game, according to Ingraham,
who said that "everybody played
together and connected really well."

Going into the next game, Colby
was optimistic despite the fact that
Williamsis the only undefeated team
in the conference.
"In the NESCAC, any team can beat
anyone else," said Ingraham.
The Mules used -die adrenaline of
the big game to their advantage. After
the first half, Colby held a 2-1 advantage, with both goals being scored off
corner plays. Gilbert started the scoring off a rebound from a shot by
Ingraham. Ihe second goal, scored by
Kara Hubbard '02 off a rebound from
Jenn Breneman'03, gave the Mules the
advantage and the momentum going
into the second half.
The Ephs did not give in, though,
and after tying the game, scored two
goals dose to the end of the second
half. Colby was unable to regain die
momentum and could not close the
defitit.
The Mules refused to be let down
after the game.
"We're feeling proud of ourselves,"
said Ingraham.
En addition, the Mules can use their
momentumfrom a strong weekend for
the remainingNESCACgames against
Middlebury, Bowdoin, and Bates, all
tough opponents.
'•We're definitely feeling positive
towards the end of the season," said
Ingraham.
While losing to Williams did hurt
Colby's chances of the NESCAC playoffs,they can still reach the postseason
by finishing in the top seven out of ten
in the conference.

Colby fi rst year
trains for pentathlon
By KATE ZIMMERMAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Andrew McKenna-Foster '04 is a
freshman at Colby this year. Besides
adjusting to college life, McKennaFoster is also busy training. Training
for what? He does not play a varsity
sport at Colby, but this freshman is a
competitive pentathlete.
"It all began when I started taking
fencing lessons at a club in Denver
near my house," he said. "I needed a
new sport so I decided to try fencing. I
loved it right away."
Pentathletes must be well-rounded
athletes because they compete in not
only fencing competitions, but also in
swimming, running, shooting, and
equestrian,
"My fencing coach was in the
Olympics in 1976 and won the gold
medal," McKenna-Foster said. "'He
was the one that suggested that I
should start competing in pentathlons."
In the past two years, McKennaFoster has been to three competitions
and has trained to go to the World
Championships.
Modest, McKenna-Foster said, "It
wasn't very hard to make it to world's
because there aren't many competitive
men in my age group which is 18 and
under."
Nevertheless, McKenna-Foster
made the World Championships and
left COOT early this year to fly down
to Orlando.
"It was hard because I flew out here
from Denver and unpacked, I went to
COOT for two days, and then I got on
another plane to Orlando. It was really
hectic,"
At a pentathlon the events are split
up over the course of several days ,
"On tlie first day we shot nnd
swam , I didn't do very well in shooting
or swimming. Running and fencing

PHOTO BY AMITY BURR/ COLBY ECHO

McKenna-Foster 'fl-

are my stronger events because I have
been training for them the longest."
The entire pentathlon is based on
time intervals and athletes are awarded points for how they do based on a
set time for each race or match.
"I did well in the 3K race. Fencing
was definitely hard because there were
50 people and you fence everyone
once. Overall, the United States was
not very strong in the youth division,"
said McKenna-Foster.
In many countries, pentathletes are
veiy focused on training. The US.
Olympic team for the pentathlon is
formed from the Army which actively
trains the athletes, For the younger
divisions training is done after school
and on the weekends.
"It definitely was an unbelievable
experience even if we didn't do that
well," he said,
Tlie three men all got places in the
top 40 out of the approximate 50 countries that attended.
When asked if he thinks he will
continue with the training and competing, McKenna-Foster said, "Definitely.
All I have to do is learn how to ride
horses competitively. The world's 1$
something I will never forget."

Women's ruggers win with aggressive play Colby rugby clobbers Plymouth State
By JONATHAN ECK
CO-SPORTSEDITOR

?;

Tlie Colby women's rugby team blanked the
Bates Bobcats 17-0 during Homecoming/Family
? Weekend. By manag i ng to play aggre ssively fo r the
¦^ enti re 80 mi nu tes of play, the team increased offensive produc tion an d l ightene d the loa d on the
defense.
While it was a f airly evenly ma tched game, the
Mules appeared to be in complete control as the second half approached its dose. The ball movement
was much Improved in the Bates game nnd the team
* played with extreme confidence. A stingy Colby
t defense routinely shut down the opponent's attack,
'*"and got the ball out to the wings, who brought it up
tMhe field and into the hands of the forwards, Tlie forwards have been dominant in winning; rucks and
1 mauls, which clearly has been critical to Colby's
attempts at scoring tries.
The Mules were first on the scoreboard when co
7 captain Kathleen Riley '01 kicked the ball through
1 the uprights in the first half, In the second half ol
"/ , p\w, Riley scored a try, but missed the following
' kick. However, Riley's kick w«s' good following tho
,r try scored by Amy Reznitsky '02,
i«j "Tliesecond half we didn't got so flustered.As the
game woreon, we were able to maintain our compo
", sure and get the job done," said Riley. "At the end il

definitely felt like we were In control of the game."
Courtney Cease '01 was noted f or her excell ent
ploy at scrumhalf. Her ability to get the ball from the
f orward s to the backs has been a huge hel p to the
Mule offense, Reznitsky was also praised for her
play.
"Amy Reznitsky ran the bal l well, ha d a lot of key
tackles, and just contributed to the overall aggressive
ploy," said co-captain Kristin Mores! '01.
Rookie Gretchen Groggel '03 continued to earn
praise for her stellar play, Also of note has been
Kathryn Kosuda's '02 switch from center to fullback.
"She's do ing a great j ob of catch ing the ball ," said
Riley
Kosudo made the switch after Riley moved to flyhalf to replace the graduated Imani Niasanka '00,
Emily Stevens' move from back to forward has, been
critical to tho team's ability to win lincouto. Her
hand- eye coordination has proved invaluable when
she's lifted into the air, With a couple of positioning
changes, Colby has massaged its club into a highly
respected form.
Big things appear likely as the Mules return to
action against Bates Saturday,Coming off a couple of
wins, Colby has the momentum as end of the season
approaches,
"It feels good to be winning again like we were
PHOTO BY AMANDA BABR/ TUB COLDY ECHO
during my 7ieshman and sophomore y*ars, We're lite Mules collided with Pl y mouth State in this
playing tough," said RUoy,
hard-fought Hue ou t,
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BY JONATHAN ECK
CO-SPORTS EDITOR

The men's rugby team came out strong and dominated possession throughout their 32-7 victory over Plymouth State, While
Plymouth State is considered to he a very respectable club, th$
Mules did hot even give the Panthers a chance,
;
"We started to become more of a team/' said co-captain Mike
Wilmot '01, "Our play was definitely more fluid. Things have been
corning together nicely sirwe day one,"
Wilmot noted the play of the backs as being significant to the
Mules' control of the ball. Plymouth State appeared to have a weakness in defending, the play of the Colby backs, The Mules' strategy
seemed to center on exploiting that weakness.
Walter Belenky '02, Russ Mink '02, fullback John Brownell '02,
and f lyhalf co-capta in Greg Shelton '01 were especially strong in the
victory, Belenky and Mink scored two tries each, Brownell had one,
and Shelton stood out on defense.
"Mink had a great game, He had a very strong run in tho second
half and extremely solid play on def ense ," said Shelton.
The win was a big one tot the Colby ruggers.
"It was a game we knew we had to win. We wanted to put on a
show for alumni and parents/' said Wilmot.
Shelton admitted that it was "extra special" to have alumni and
parents on hand to support the team.
While playing away from home, the club expects to come away
with a win following action¦ in Lewiston against Bates Saturday, Oct
¦
¦'.' .;- .
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Colby football keeps on rolling headline the golf CBB
Ucko and Chapman

By BEN SEXTON

CO-SPORTS EDITOR

By BILL YOUNKER

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Off to its best start since 1972, the
Colby football team ran its record to 30 Saturday, beating a previously undefeated Wesleyan squad by a final of 297. The victory left the Mules as the only
remaining undefeated team in the
New England Small College Athletic
Conference and earned them a ranking
of number five in the Eastern College
Athletic Conference poll. The last time
the Mules started a season 3-0, they finished the season 7-1 and won the
NESCAC championship.
"I thought we looked a little better
than we had in our first two games,"
said head coach Tom Austin. "Each
week we look at things that we did
well and we look at things we need to
improve on. I thought we had one of
our best weeks of practice in a long
time and the guys really took it to the
field and came out strong."
Colby was led by another strong
performance from quarterback Pat
Conley '03, who completed 21 of 34
passes for 252 yards and two touchdowns, and also rushed five time for 37
yards and a score. His performance
earned him ECAC Offensive Player of
the Week, NESCAC Offensive Player
of the Week honors and his 856 yards
passin g and eight touchdowns have
made him the NESCAC's top-rated
quarterback.
The defense also turned in a strong
performance, limiting Wesleyan to
only 222 total yards, 11 first downs,
and one garbage-time touchdown.
After Colby's Jared Beers '01 forced
a fumble at the Colby 34-yard line, the
Mules kicked off the scoring with a bit
of trickery. One play after the fumble,
receiver Danny Noyes '02, who also
caught nine passes for 125 yards and
currently leads the NESCAC in receptions and receiving yardage, caught a
lateral pass from Conley and threw a
57-yard pass to receiver Lee Carlson
'03 for the score.
"The play worked just like we drew
it up," said Austin "Noyes hit Carlson

PHOTO BY AMITY BURR/ THE COIBY ECHO

Colby buries another Wesl eyan touch down attampt in S aturday's game. The White Mules defeated
the Cardinals 29-7 in their third straig ht victory this season.
in full stride. Carlson finished second
in the NESCAC in the 100-meter dash
last year, so if he catches one deep, a lot
of times he's going to score."
Colby would score once more
before the half on a three-yard touchdown pass from Conley to fullback
Don Williams '03 to give the Mules a
14-0halftime lead. The score came after
Colby's defense forced Wesleyan to go
three-and-out on its own five-yard line.
The ensuing punt only reached the
Wesleyan 34-yard line, so Colby was
given great field position to move in
for the score.
Colby expanded its lead about six
minutes into the third quarter. The
drive started with two big passing
plays, a 24-yard reception by Andrew
Tripp '01 followed by a 22-yarder
caught by Jason Meadows '01, bringing the ball to the Wesleyan 20-yard
line in only two plays.Four plays later,
at the Wesleyan one-yard line, Conley
called his own number and walked
into the end zone to give the Mules a

the game ended with that margin.
Austin was very pleased with the
overall team effort in the contest.
"We really demonstrated the kind
of complementary play that helps
teams Win on Saturday.All of our units
worked together to be successfuland a
lot of different players stepped up for
20-0 lead. On the extra-point try, the us and made big plays," he said. "It
holder snapped the ball too high for was the kind of team effort I was lookNoyes, the holder, to get down for the ing for."
kick, but Noyes was able to hold on to
Next week the Mules will travel to
the ball and take it in for a two point Amherst to face the Lord Jeffs, who
conversion, hurdling over a defender were also undefeated going into
in the process. The play gave the Mules Saturday's games but were shutout 17a 22-0 lead.
0 by Middlebury, who Colby defeated
Wesleyan punted the ball quickly 28-21 last week. Austin admitted that
on its next possession, and Colby pro- he was disappointed that Amherst lost
ceeded to go on a nine-minute-lbng because he wanted the game to be a
touchdown drive to put the game match-up of undefeated teams, but he
away, capped by a two-yard touch- continues to look at the game as a very
down pass from Conley to Ian tough contest and hopes that Colby
McPherson '03. Wesleyan got on the will be able to continue its winning
board late in the fourth quarter on a ways. Amherst was ranked number
two-yard touchdown run by tailback four in the ECAC poll, one ahead of
Young Douglas to make the score 29-7, Colby,before their recent defeat.
but it was far too little, far too late, as

Cross country prove s to

be com petitive in All -State

PHOTO J)Y AMANDA BAER/ THE COLDY ECHO

Colby cross country leads the pack at the Maine
All-State Meet last Saturday.

By SUZANNE SKINNER
BUSINESS MANAGER

1

7 Saturday, Oct. 6, die Colby men's and women's cross
country teams ran in the Maine All-State Meet, Placing
fourth and first, respectively, both teams are pleased with
the results and hope to be representedat Nationals,
The All-Stale Meet exemplifies the men's advancement,
"We're a team that tends to improve as the season progresses," said captain Nick Gaubinger '01,
From tho beginning of the season ihe >Vhite Mules have
Wanted to beat Bates. Each lime they face the runners from
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Colby rugby team ? play

Colby's very own
pentathelete
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Lewiston, they come closer to this goal. The first time they
faced their rivals, they lost by 11points. This past weekend,
they only lost by three points.
"We're confident we can beat Bates in the bigger meets,"
said Gaubinger.
One of the highlights of the State Meet was freshman
Nathaniel Brown's performance. Placing third overall with
a time of 27:16, Brown has earned All-State honors.
"So far this is the best race I've had all season," said
Brown.
"Naf s third place finish was the high point of the meet
for us," said men's head coach James Wescott, "If Brown
continues to run at the same pace he will definitely be in
contention to qualif y for Nationals."
"I think I have a little more left in me and with more competition, I'll hopefull y be able to run faster," said Brown,
Winning the State Meet for the third year in a row, the
women's cross country team showed that it is a strong team
with a lot of depth,
"I expected us to win, but I wasn't ready for us to run as
well as we ran—we ran exceptionally well," said women's
head coach Debra Aitken. "The team did really well."
"Our main pack of runners moved up; we had a lot of
people in the top seven," said Maria Mensching '02.
Willie the highlight of the meet was Mensching's second
place finish, the team was mostly excited about the overall
improvement of the majority of the nmners,
"This was our second home meet. We were definitely
more prepared," said Mensching.
With most runners dropping secon d s off their times, the
White Mules gained a lot pf depth. According to Aitken,
Anna Sommo '04, Nlcollette Bolton '04, Maya dutton '03,
and Mindy Pinto '02 all had breakthrough races.Aitken feels
this meet showcased the White Mules' talent,
"We actually ran the way we've been attempting to [all
season],"she sold. "Besides the win put us In contention for
being a possible national contender."
The results of tho State Meet give the White Mules hope
that they will be represented at Nationals by either individual runners or as n team, The results also give the coaches
hope for the future of the cross-country program, as many
of the top runners will be racing for threemoreyears,

hard and win
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The coed golf team weathered
cold, rain, and even hail at the
Waterville Country Club to finish a
close second place at the annual
Colby-Bowdoin-Bates (CBB) tournament.The team shot a combined total
of 411, three shots behind Bowdoin
and 13shots ahead of Bates.
Although the White Mules have
not been on top at every tournament,
head coach Jim Tortorella pointed out
that they have been competitive at
every venue. He impresses upon his
team that although its score is based
on individual performances, golf is
still a team sport. Tortorella understands that every shot counts, and
players must always think of their
team, not their individual performances.
Captain Scott Bixby '01 has been
one of those team players throughout
his career. Tortorella has high praise
for his captain.
"Bixby has been one of the best
student athletes I've had in either
golf or hockey," he said.
When Bixby joined the team, the
Mules were struggling just to keep
the team going at Colby. However,
Bixby has dedicated himself over the
past four years to make the team
more competitive and elevate its' play
to another level. Although Bixby is
not particularly pleased with his
overall play this season, he said that
he has been working veryhard on his
game. He is planning to pass the
Player Assessment Test after graduation, which will allow him to play on
the Southern California mini-tours in
his free time.
Jacob Davie '01 and Andre Pieher
'01 round out the senior male golfers.
Davie, who is often on the bubble for
competitive play, goes out everyday
and practices hard, a characteristic
Tortorella greatly admires. Pieher, a
Canadian, who uses one of the long
putters that are often seen on the

Senior PGA Tour, has been a consistent player over the past three years. »
Pieher had to miss last season due to
a semester abroad , but returned to
the team to have a very successful
season, highlighted by a 76 at the
Maine State Tournament.
Individual play was highlighted
by Justin Ucko '02, who took medal- '**
list honors with an impressive score
of 77.Justin Ossolinkski '02 also had *"
a strong showing, shooting an 82;**
good enough for a fifth place finish.
Ucko has shot in the 70s in each of '
the last three tournaments and it
came as no surprise to both Tortorella
and Bixby that he shot a low score at
the CBB.
Bixby credits Ucko's success to *
natural ability,pointing but thaf he is .n
a member of the squash team and
"can catch just about any die you1*
throw at him."
Tortorella is looking for Ucko and
Matt Simard '02, who has also fired
some great scores, to assume the
leadership role next year and be in
constant battle for the number one
spot on the team.
On the women's side, seniors 4 ,
Josie Chapman '01 and Beth
Monahan '01 finished first and second, respectively, in the women's
division. Chapman, who was finally
convinced to come out for the team in
her senior year, has enjoyed great
success on the course. Monahan, who
was the only female player for her
first three years, "epitomizes perseverance," said Tortorella. He pointed
out that she is a great person to be
around and everyone on the team "*
enjoys her presence around the
course. Cara Erdheirn '01 also came
out for the team in her senior year ^
and has been another player who has
practiced hard and played consistently every day.
The team wrapped up their season Tuesday at the University of
Southern Maine's Quadrangular
*
Meet,

Women s soccer takes two of three
By BILL MCCLOY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Colby women's soccer team (6-4, 44) is coming off a
respectable week on the pitch, winning two out of three
games. Colby downed St. Joseph's 4-0 in a non-conference
match Wednesday,Oct. 4 and won an exdting match in double overtime Saturday, with a final score of 2-1 over Trinity
College, Sunday the White Mules suffered a disappointing
1-0 loss to a very good Williams squad in an extremely dose
game,
The Mules got off to a quick start Wednesday against the
outmatched Monks with ChristineO'Donnell '03 putting in
the first goal on a breakaway in the 17th minute. The Mules
added one more before halftime to go up 2-0.
In the second half, Colly picked up the intensity and
continued to put balls in the back of the net, Lauren
Gremelspacher '03 scored off corner kick in the 78th minute
and co-captain Sara Lovitz '01 added the fourth and final
tally of the matdh five minutes later off a spectacular diving
header. The Mules headed into the weekend confident about
their play and ready to battle two New England Small
College Athletic Conference rivals, Trinity and Williams.
The Mules stepped onto the field on a perfect soccer day,
feeling good about their chances against Trinity in front of a
supportive parents'weekend crowd. Senior Katie Rowen '01
put Colby on the board first with a header off a Stephanie
Hicks '03 comer kick.
In the second half the gome remained tight with neither
team leaving much opportunity for the other to score. The
PHOTO BY AMITY BURR/ THE COLDV ECHO «
Bantams put the equalizer into the net off a corner kick in the
second half and the matdi remained deadlocked as the first Colby f ig h t sf o r the ball in soccer action. Tlte
overtime period approached, At die end of regulation the Mules played hard in last weeks triad of games. '
score was 1-1,
In the first overtime, both teams picked tip the intensity chipped the ball just over her outstretched arm and into the
and the play was again very close with both Colby and net in the 86th minute. Colby bounced back tenaciously after
Trinity playing solid defense and creating good chances to the score and put together their best scoring chances with
put the ball in the net. With the score still tied, the game pro- just minutes to go, Tlie crowd was behind them as they barely missed scoring the equalizer off a corner kick with just
ceeded into a second overtime,
At the beginning of the second overtime period, Colby minutes to play.
"Williams was a better team lhan Trinity,but wc played {m
came out very hard and this proved to be the answer they
were looking for. After six minutes O'Donnell tucked the much better today [against Williams]," said Lovitz, ond IL ,,
was "disappointing not to put the ball In the net,"
game winner past the Trinity goalie off her own rebound.
It wns a game that could easily have gone either way*
The Mules stepped back onto the field Sunday hoping to
Both
teams played very well and it came down to n chance
continue their winning streak against a good Williams team.
mistake
that Williams capitalized on.
Tlie atmosphere on the field was intense nnd both teams
The
Mules,
while disappointed by the loss; are still posiwhile
were not willing to make any mistakes defensively,
still maintaining pressure en each other's goals. Colby goal- tive and confident going Into their next throe very important
keeper Emil y Posner '03 played an overall good game In the conference games against rivals Bates, Middlebury and
Bowdoin this week, They know they played with or even
net recording 17saves.
, With the score still tied at halftime, both teams again outplayed Williams for tlie entire 90 minutes. Tlie Mules '
stopped up tho pressure aiid play waa mostly end-tb-end In also know that they have to win two of the next throe to got.
the second half, Colby made a push and created some good into the playoffo.
Colby takes on Bates today,Middlebury SatuKtoy,Oct, 14*
opportunities to score in the middle of the second naif.
and Bowdoin Ihe following Saturday, Oct, 21, In
at
homo,
Williams ended the tie very late in the half when the Ephs'
V
Brunswick.
a
caught Posner a bit¦ off her line and
Marlene Bonawra
¦
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